THE NEW KID
ON THE BLOCK

FSU's New Center for
Communications &
Information Technology

THIS FALL SEMESTER WILL BE AN EXCITING ONE
with the opening of the much-anticipated Center for
Communications and Information Technology, the first
new academic building at FSU in 11 years and one that is
truly cutting-edge in its approach to student learning and
collaboration. Housing the University’s most technologyintensive departments, it brings together the disciplines of
computer science and information technologies, graphic
design, mass communication and mathematics. Students
will be provided with sophisticated technology similar to
that which they will encounter in industry, building and
room design that fosters learning and collaboration, and
an example of a major academic structure that leaves a
minor footprint on the environment.
Built and designed by a team of companies led by Gilbane
Building Co. and Ayers Saint Gross Architects + Planners,
the 127,000-square-foot structure sits in the middle
of campus where Tawes Hall once stood. Like Compton
Science Center and the Performing Arts Center before it,
CCIT transforms the look of the campus while keeping its
academic core in the same accessible and walkable space.
CCIT has so many amazing features, it’s difficult to even
begin to list them all, but here is a start. If you want to see
more, come to campus on Wednesday, Sept. 24, at 3:30
p.m. for the grand opening of the building, followed by
tours of this remarkable space. 			

Dr. Mike Flinn, computer science, explains the features of a wired "pod" classroom.
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Spacious computer labs, both for general and specialized use, are found on each floor.

WFWM’s space boasts several studios with the highest quality equipment.

A green-screen, virtual reality set is being installed in the TV studio.

-LDM
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CENTER FOR COMMUNICATIONS & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Building lighting systems sense ambient light and adjust automatically.

BIG IMPACT.
TINY FOOTPRINT.
 High-efficiency glass keeps rooms comfortable.

From the green roof to the rainwater
collection and bio-retention rain garden
to the daylight-harvesting lighting system
that senses ambient light and adjusts
accordingly, CCIT is designed to have a big
impact on education but a small one on the
environment.

 Solar-assisted hot water in restrooms

Motion detectors turn off lights in unoccupied spaces.

Water bottle filling stations

Recycling began right at the beginning, with
the demolition of Tawes Hall: 88 percent of
the demolition and construction waste was
diverted from landfills. Floors are sturdy,
long-lasting terrazzo, made from recycled
glass materials. And it will continue, as
recycling containers are integrated into the
design of the building’s corridors.
Green touches are everywhere: solarassisted hot water in restrooms and
kitchens, water fountains that encourage
the use of refillable bottles, motion
detectors that turn off lights in unoccupied
rooms, a high-efficiency Solarban 70
Curtainwall window system and exterior
lamps that reduce light pollution. When all
is said and done and LEED certification is
complete (a Frostburg winter has to be part
of the evaluation, after all), it is anticipated
that CCIT will be certified LEED Gold.
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Terrazo floor made from recycled glass

 The green roof reduces
runoff, insulates and
lengthens the life of the
underlying roof.

DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION OF CCIT ATRIUM
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CCIT BY THE NUMBERS
Three

90%

The number of dimensions that can be
printed by the Cubify CubePro Trio 3-D
printer in the Graphic Design suite, where
you’ll also find a Digital Fabrication Studio
with Epson SureColor Solvent and Stylus Pro
Aqueous printers, as well as an Epilog Helix
Laser Engraver.
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3,265

Cubic yards of grout and concrete used
to stabilize the site by filling abandoned
coal mines that sit below the surface.

Put Your Stamp on FSU:
Naming Opportunities in CCIT
By Robert Spahr
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The opening of the new Center for Communications
and Information Technology presents an opportunity
for FSU alumni, parents, faculty, staff, friends and
organizations to permanently associate their name,
their business’ name or the name of a loved one with
a space in the building. These naming opportunities
allow donors to make a tangible, lasting impression on
current and future students and provide FSU with the
endowment funds needed to support the CCIT, ensuring
it remains a cutting-edge educational facility even as
the state of the art evolves.
Donors choose to name spaces for deeply personal
reasons, said Stephen Spahr, interim executive
director of the FSU Foundation, Inc. “By naming a space
in CCIT, donors forge a lasting legacy – for themselves
or their loved ones – in a building dedicated to

The number of technology-enhanced
break-out rooms where students can gather
to work together on projects, with large LCD
screens to which they can connect their own
computers, allowing them to share their
work easily. Collaboration, both formal and
informal, is a key feature of the CCIT.
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Percentage of average rainfall prevented from
entering the storm water system or from
inundating groundwater. Rain waters rooftop
sedum, cactus and grass plants, with excess
water collected to drain into a rain garden bioretention area.

$71 million
Cost of the project, including design, construction
and equipment. Funding came from the State of
Maryland Capital Budget.

Hours of the day and days of the week that students
have access to a large, inviting 30-seat computer
lab equipped with PC and Mac computers.

education and self-improvement,” Spahr said. “Students
and educators, seeing the names of donors in classrooms
and common rooms, may be inspired to one day have
their own names grace the hallways of their alma mater.”
Two spaces in the CCIT Building have already
been named.
Dr. John Lombardi, Mass Communication professor,
and his wife Melanie Kastner Lombardi ’98, FSUTV3 manager, committed to name the Green Room in
what John Lombardi calls “the most impressive building
on campus.” For Melanie Lombardi, who studied and
taught Mass Communication in FSU’s previous facilities,
“Frostburg is home.” She hopes this gift will “make (CCIT)
feel more like home” for her students.
The Lombardis see great potential in CCIT as a place
where students and faculty will “collaborate, work
together and socialize,” said John Lombardi. He expects
the building to increase interdisciplinary pursuits.
Moreover, it will set new standards for quality in Mass
Comm. “We will be at the national broadcast level. We’ve
had good equipment, but this brings us to industry

Dr. John and Melanie Kastner Lombardi '98

standards, such as with our new server room,” Melanie
Lombardi said. With the new equipment in CCIT, “our
studio will rival or exceed those of local broadcasters,”
she said.
In naming the Green Room, the Lombardis want
to inspire giving in future generations, and they felt
that naming a space would be the best way to increase
visibility of giving. “Simply having a name on a space is a
subtle reminder to give back to others and help the next
group,” said John Lombardi.
Melanie Lombardi thinks that students who see the
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Number of 90-degree angles in the
recording studio at WFWM, FSU’s
National Public Radio affiliate, a
feature that contributes to the best
acoustical environment. The studio
is large enough to host – and broadcast – live performances.

Bigger on the Inside
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That’s how the airy, open design makes CCIT feel. The “main street” design lays out the building like a town, with wide,
windowed corridors featuring acoustical treatment to reduce noise. These “main street” corridors lead to classrooms,
with windows facing the corridors, and to large labs. “Side streets” branch off to smaller spaces, including faculty
offices. The two-story atrium lobby adds to the open feel.

The number of terabytes of data the Mass
Communication suite’s Edit Share video
server can store. It also allows all files to be
accessed from any computer on the network,
lets users to search through archived
footage, handles the simultaneous recording
of four live video feeds at once and provides
instantaneous video/audio playback from
the server within a live program.

space are likely to ask why it is named, or what the gift
benefits, and that will open the conversation about the
benefits of giving back to the University. “When our
students first graduate, they’re not always in a higher
salary bracket,” she noted, “but down the road, if a few
(alumni) get together to make a gift to name a small
space, it doesn’t take a lot of money to do so over a
number of years.”
Gladys Faherty ’55 committed to name the Math
Education Laboratory in memory of two late family
members and fellow alumni who taught mathematics
in Western Maryland public schools. Her late husband,
William J. Faherty ’53, taught in Allegany County, and
her brother-in-law, Thomas F. Faherty ’55, taught
in Washington County. Faherty, herself a former public
school educator at Beall Elementary and Mount Savage
School, said the brothers would appreciate their names
gracing the sophisticated math education lab, given their
lifelong dedication to the subject.
Faherty sees CCIT as “mind-boggling” and believes it
will attract more students and serve them well. “It will

Billions and Billions
Stars that might be seen from the rooftop observatory or from the comfort of
the Multimedia Learning Center, where viewers can watch live feeds from the
rooftop telescope or enjoy planetarium shows on its 40-foot diameter tilteddome ceiling. The MLC’s digital projection and audio capability can provide a
high definition experience for any discipline.

prepare them to really shine when they (graduate).”
Though the Fahertys had no children of their own,
their lives focused on educating K-12 students. When
she first heard friends talking about the burdensome
cost of higher education, she thought about giving back.
It is “great to think I’m helping them get something I
had,” she said. And Faherty has been giving back to the
local community for many years. After their retirement,
the Fahertys returned to her husband’s grade school,
Westernport Elementary, to teach the students how to

Gladys Faherty '55

use computers, which was, Faherty declared, “the most
fun I’d ever had.”
When people age and retire, “They should stay
busy. Nothing like helping others to forget your own
problems,” Faherty said. She practices what she preaches.
In addition to numerous community activities, Faherty
remains involved with the FSU Foundation Board of
Directors as member at large of the Executive Committee
and is a past member of the Alumni Association
board. She encourages everyone to do for others when
they can.
“I don’t think you can imagine the pleasure you get
from doing something for someone else,” she said.
There are many opportunities to associate names
permanently with a CCIT space, starting at the $5,000
gift level. At $25,000 and above, donors will also have
the option to endow a separate fund to support the
department that resides there. For information, contact
Shannon Gribble ’98, director of Development, at
301.687.4161 or email slgribble@frostburg.edu. 
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